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Abstract—A new image encryption algorithm is proposed, in
which a novel chaotic map is introduced to generate the random
sequence. The mentioned sequence is employed to produce gray
level values. The original image is encrypted by applying the XOR
operator to every pixel using the mentioned values. Our chaotic
map provides a large degree of randomization compared to
existing approaches and therefore, the correlation between
adjacent pixels in the encrypted image is reduced substantially.
The security analysis demonstrates that the new algorithm is
highly secure. As it is shown in the experimental results, our
algorithm improves entropy, key sensitivity, and correlation.
Specifically, the amounts of entropy and correlation measures are
very close to the optimal values. It is also very robust against the
noise. The PSNR of decrypted images are degraded slightly with
the increasing noise strength. Additionally, the suggested
approach leads to smoother histograms in comparison to the
previous algorithms.
Index Terms— Image Encryption, Chaotic Map, Noise.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE demand for digital image applications has been
increased rapidly in recent years. Along with the growing
need for image transmission, preserving its confidentiality has
become an important research issue [1-12]. Most of the
traditional encryption algorithms are not appropriate for
multimedia applications. These algorithms cannot deal with
unique features of images, such as high redundancy and
correlation among adjacent pixels. Therefore, there is a need to
develop novel encryption approaches which take into account
the properties of digital images [1-2].
Recently, a large number of new image encryption
algorithms have been proposed [6-12]. Many researchers have
adopted chaotic map to develop effective methods [3-16, 1728]. In these algorithms, the chaotic system is employed to
generate pseudo-random sequences, which will be utilized in
encryption process. The advantages of chaotic maps, including
sensitivity to the value of secret key and other initial conditions,
mixing property, aperiodicity, and pseudo-randomness, make
them suitable for designing robust encryption algorithms. In
this paper, we have proposed a new image encryption
algorithm. In the suggested scheme, a novel chaotic map is
developed to generate a pseudo-random sequence, which is
utilized to produce gray level values. The encrypted image is
obtained by applying the XOR operator to the original image
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using these values. The main advantages of our algorithm are
listed in the following:
 In this work we have designed a new chaotic map. As it is
shown in Section 3, it yields to more randomness compared
to previous research. Our method improves the variance of
generated sequence by 100%.
 Due to the high randomness of the pseudo-random
sequence, gray-level values will have a large degree of
randomization. Using these pseudo-random values in
generating the encrypted image diminishes the correlation
between the adjacent pixels.
 Each pixel of the encrypted image is generated by applying
XOR operation to the corresponded pixel in the plain image
and a pseudo-random number. Therefore, the corruption of
each pixel in the encrypted image only affects the
corresponded pixel in the plain image. As a result, the
proposed algorithm is highly robust against noisy
transmission channels.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews the related work addressing image encryption
algorithms. In Section 3, we present our algorithm. This section
includes the analysis of the proposed chaotic map. The
simulation results are reported in Section 4. Finally, we
conclude our paper in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
Most of the classical encryption algorithms such as
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and Data Encryption
Standard (DES), are not proper for multimedia applications.
Therefore, other encryption techniques are developed. One of
the most common solutions is to employ chaotic maps.
Recently, other approaches, such as DNA encoding is used for
image encryption [1-6]. In this approach, the encrypted image
is obtained by the substitution of plain image with DNA
sequences.
Jain and Raipal have proposed a new image encryption
algorithm based on DNA encoding [8]. In this work, each pixel
is transformed to a DNA sequence. In the proposed algorithm
in [9], every pixel is substituted with another pixel which is
chosen by the Logistic map. In the following, the pixels are
replaced with the corresponded DNA sequences.
The combination of Logistic map and DNS encoding for
image encryption is also used in [10]. The authors have utilized
Logistic map for replacing bits of pixels with DNA sequences.
This sequence will be substituted with other sequences to
increase security. DNA encoding is time-consuming to some
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extent. Therefore, this approach is not so appropriate for
multimedia applications due to their sensitivity to delay and
high data rate.
The algorithm in [11] has used an s-box, which is based on
Logistic map. Here, each pixel is divided into two parts. Then,
the s-box is used for replacing these parts with pseudo-random
numbers. In the following, the obtained numbers are considered
as the coordinates of the pixel that will be substituted with the
mentioned pixel.
The Logistic map has been used in some other algorithms
such as [14]. The algorithms have encrypted the image in
multiple rounds. The key of each round is generated using the
round-keys of previous rounds. In the proposed algorithm,
firstly the plain image is processed. Then, the XOR operation is
applied to each pixel and a pseudo-random number that is
generated by Logistic map. In [18], the authors have discussed
the disadvantages of substation techniques. To overcome these
shortcomings, they have employed a 3-dimentional matrix for
in image encryption.
The main disadvantage of algorithms in [9-11] is that in the
generated sequences by Logistic map, some of the successive
numbers are very close. This leads to increasing the correlation
between adjacent pixels of the encrypted image.
III. THE PROPOSED ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM
In this section we explain our proposed method. The steps of
our scheme are as follows:
Step 1: A pseudo-random sequence is generated by means of
the suggested chaotic map. The procedure is expounded in
Section 3.1.
Step 2: The gray-level values are produced using (1). In this
equation, 𝑔𝑘 stands for the kth gray-level value, and 𝑥𝑘 shows
the kth random number. As the pixels are represented by one
byte, the produced gray-level values should be in the range
[0,255]. Therefore, 𝑥𝑘 , which is between 0 and 1, should be
scaled up to fit in this range.
g k  ceil  255. xk 
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Each pixel value of the original image, which is denoted by
𝑝𝑘 , will be enciphered as follows:
ek  pk  g k

(3)

where ⊕ denotes bitwise XOR operation, and the kth pixel of
encrypted image is presented by 𝑒𝑘 .
The disadvantage of this approach is that it is vulnerable to
key reuse attack. Suppose we have two plain images 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 ,
and the same secret key is used for encrypting them. The kth
pixel of encrypted images will be computed as follows:
(4)
e1k  p1k  g k
e2k  p2k  g k

(5)

where 𝑝1𝑘 , 𝑒1𝑘 , 𝑝2𝑘 , and 𝑒2𝑘 , stands for the kth pixel of 𝑃1 ,
encrypted 𝑃1 , 𝑃2 , and encrypted 𝑃2 , respectively.
The random part of the encrypted images can be omitted by
simply applying XOR operation to (4) and (5).
The common approach to mitigate this attack is to append a
random sequence, namely Initial Vector, to the secret key. In
this way, the keys of images will differ.
In the rest of this section, the suggested chaotic map is
described.
A. The Proposed Chaotic Map
Recently, many encryption algorithms based on chaotic
systems have been developed [7-12]. These systems are
employed due to their desirable properties including sensitivity
to initial condition, ergodicity, and pseudo randomness. In this
work, we have designed a new chaotic map, which is defined in
the following:
 r cot  xk  
xk 1  mod 
,1
 4 tan  2   



(6)

(1)

Next, 𝑥𝑘 is modified as it is shown in the following:
 g 
xk  xk  k 
 256 

(2)

where r is a constant value in the range [3.6, 4). The initial
pseudo-random number, 𝑥0 , is generated based on the secret
key.
Many of the previous works have used the Logistic map for
image encryption [6-12], which is defined as follows:
(7)
xk 1  r xk 1  xk 
As it is shown in [11], Logistic map behaves like a chaotic
system if parameter r is in the range [3.6, 4).
TABLE I
VARIANCES OF PSEUDO-RANDOM SEQUENCES

a) The proposed approach

b) The Logistic map
Fig. 1: The distribution of generated pseudo-number numbers

Random-generator scheme

The amount of variance

The proposed algorithm
The Logistic map

0.1028
0.05
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To demonstrate the superiority of the proposed map over this
method, we have studied the randomness of their generated
sequences. The length of these sequences is set to 50. The
values of r and 𝑥0 are set to 3.8 and 0.7647, respectively. Fig. 1
displays the generated numbers by our scheme and Logistic
map. It is obvious from this figure that our approach leads to
more randomness.
We have also measure the variances of generated sequences
to quantify our results, which are reported in Table 1. The more
is the amount of variance, the more is the randomness of
generated sequence. As it is show in this table, our method
increases the variance by 100%.

denotes the
respectively.

B. Histogram of Cipher Image
The histogram displays the number of pixels at each gray
level. Fig. 2 shows the histograms of the plain and the encrypted
images of Lena. From this figure we can see that the distribution
of the generated histogram by our algorithm is close to the
uniform distribution. It is difficult for the attacker to obtain
statistical information from this histogram. Therefore, we can
conclude that the algorithm is robust against statistical attacks.
C. Entropy Analysis
The entropy of a system presents the amount of its
randomness. This concept was introduced by Claude E.
Shannon in 1948 [16]. The entropy 𝐻(𝑚) of source 𝑚 is
defined as follows:
H m  

n

 p  m  log  p  m  
i

2

i

D.

Correlation Analysis
The other important criterion in evaluating an image
encryption algorithm is correlation. The correlation of an image
is given as:

 x y



E  X  E  x    Y  E  y   



 x y

standard

Encryption scheme

Entropy

The plain image
The proposed algorithm
Ref. [8]
Ref. [9]
Ref. [11]

7.5889
7.9974
7.994
7.987
7.8523

deviation,

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF CORRELATIONS
Encryption scheme

Correlation

The plain image
The proposed algorithm
Ref. [8]
Ref. [9]
Ref. [11]

0.9575
-0.000385
0.0032
0.0021
0.0201

Table 3 shows the resultant correlations of the proposed
algorithm and Refs. [8-9, 11]. From these results, it can be seen
that the reported correlation by our algorithm is close to zero.
This means that it approximately eliminates the correlation
between adjacent pixels in the image.
E. Key Sensitivity Analysis
One important aspect of an effective image encryption
algorithm is its sensitivity to small modifications in the secret
key. This means that a slight change in the key, such as
modifying one of its bits, should lead to worthy change in the
cipher image. To study the impact of a one-bit change of the
key on the whole encrypted image, we have employed two
measures: the Number of Pixels Change Rate (NPCR) and the
Unified Average Change Intensity (UACI). These measures
calculate the number of different pixels of two images, and the
difference of two images, respectively. Given two images 𝑥 =
{𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , ⋯ , 𝑥𝑛 } and 𝑦 = {𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , ⋯ , 𝑦𝑛 }, these criteria are
defined as follows:
NPCR 

where p(.) presents the probability mass function. The entropy
of an image is calculated on its histogram counts.
The entropies of original and encrypted Lena are gathered in
Table 2. From this table it is obvious that our algorithm
improves the entropy of the encrypted image.

cov  x, y 

and

(8)

i 1

Corr 

value

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF ENTROPIES

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A practical encryption algorithm should resist against various
attacks. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm,
we perform some security analysis including histogram,
correlation, entropy, and key sensitivity. We compare our
method with the algorithms in [8-9, 11]. The algorithms are
implemented by Matlab [29]. The gray image “Lena” with the
size of 256 × 256 is used for measuring the performance of the
proposed algorithm.

expected
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(9)

where x and y are two adjacent pixels. Moreover, 𝜇 and 𝜎

UACI 

1 n
 D  xi , yi  100%
n i 1
1 n xi  yi

n i 1 255

(10)

(11)

In our experiments, Lena has been encrypted using two
different keys with only one-bit difference. The obtained NPCR
and UACI of encrypted images are tabulated in Table 4.
According to the results, we can conclude our algorithm is more
sensitive to the modifications of the secret key in compare to
existing approaches
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image, and 𝐺 stands for Gaussian noise.
Fig. 3 presents the decrypted image with different values of
k. As it is shown in this figure, the quality of decrypted image
is acceptable for various amounts of the noise level. This is due
o that, each pixel in the decrypted pixel is only related to the
corresponded pixel in the encrypted image. This leads to high
robustness of our algorithm against noise.
The PSNR of decrypted Lena with different values of 𝑘 is

a) Plain Lena
b) Histogram of plain Lena

c) Encrypted Lena by the
proposed algorithm
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d) Histogram of encrypted Lena by the
proposed algorithm

a) 𝑘 = 0.5
e) Encrypted Lena by Ref.
[8]

i) Encrypted Lena by Ref.
[9]

f) Histogram of encrypted Lena by Ref. [8]

j) Histogram of encrypted Lena by Ref. [9]

g) Encrypted Lena by Ref.
[11]

b) 𝑘 = 1

h) Histogram of encrypted Lena by Ref.
[11]

c) 𝑘 = 1.5

Fig. 2. The histograms of plain and encrypted Lena

F. he Effect of Noise
The presence of noise in the transmission stage can degrade the
quality of the decrypted image. In this section, the impact of
noise on the performance of the proposed algorithm has been
studied. Suppose that the Gaussian white noise with zero-mean
and unit standard deviation is added to the sent encrypted
image. The received encrypted image will be computed as:
Er  Es  kG

(12)

d) 𝑘 = 2

e) 𝑘 = 3

where 𝐸𝑠 and 𝐸𝑟 presents the sent and received encrypted
TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF KEY SENSITIVITY OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS
Encryption scheme

NPCR

UACI

The proposed algorithm
Ref. [8]
Ref. [9]
Ref. [11]

99.621
99.62
99.5376
-

33.37
33.06
32.57
-

TABLE V
: PSNR OF DECRYPTED LENA

𝑘

PSNR

0.5
1
1.5
2
3
4

29.39
28.82
28.67
28.51
28.39
28.25

f) 𝑘 = 4
Fig. 3: Decrypted Lena with different noise strengths

gathered in Table 5. From this table we can see that by
increasing the noise strength, the PSNR of decrypted Lena is
reduced slightly. This result indicates the robustness of the
proposed algorithm against noise.
V. CONCLUSION
The importance of secure image transmission necessitates
designing efficient image encryption algorithms. In this paper
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we have presented a novel image encryption approach, which [20] Z. Tang, X. Zhang, and W. Lan, “Efficient image encryption with block
shuffling and chaotic map”, Multimedia Tools and Applications, 74(15),
employs a new chaotic map for generating random sequences.
2015, pp. 5429-5448.
Each pixel in the encrypted image is produced by applying [21] Y. Wu, G. Yang, H. Jin, and J. P. Noonan, “Image encryption using the
XOR operation to two pixels: the corresponded pixel in the
two-dimensional Logistic chaotic map” Journal of Electronic Imaging,
21(1), 2012, DOI doi:10.1117/1.JEI.21.1.013014.
original image, and a pseudo-random number that is generated
[22] H. Cheng, C. Huang, Q. Ding, and S. C. Chu, “An efficient image
by the chaotic map. The security analysis demonstrates that our
encryption scheme based on ZUC stream cipher and chaotic logistic map”
algorithm can provide more security in compare to the existing
In Proceedings of the First Euro-China Conference on Intelligent Data
approaches. Therefore, it is a practical algorithm for image
Analysis and Applications, Intelligent Data analysis and its Applications,

encryption.
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